
Making short fishing trips 
close to shore

Involving fishing households
(not commercial companies) 

Self-employed and 
remunerated according
to catch

Artisanal small vessels
(up to 12 m)

Polyvalent fishers (using different 
fishing gears around the year, 
according to seasonality, target 
species, conditions of the 
environment and stocks, etc.) 

Mostly use passive gear 
and never use towed 
fishing gear

In the 
Mediterranean, 
SSFs represent 

80% of vessels and 
70% of fishers

CONSUMERS

THE VALUE OF SSFs

WHO ARE MEDITERRANEAN
SMALL-SCALE FISHERIES (SSFs)?

WEAKNESSES OF SSFs

Fishing heritage and 
traditional food 
preparation, forming 
an integral part of 
Mediterranean identity

Socially well-integrated, 
home-grown employment 

Local food 
provision

Largely selective and 
seasonal harvest

Low productivity, high 
diversity of products

But in the market it is difficult 
to distinguish the SSFs 
product from that of 
industrial fisheries, 
aquaculture and even illegal 
fisheries. How to award 
social and environmental 
advantages of SSFs?



BE DIRECT
Explore ways to connect more directly between 
you and the fishers, where SSF settle a fair price.

BE LOCAL
Buy and eat local fish, lower your carbon footprint 
and appreciate local specialties wherever you go. 
Explore also festivals, go on a fishing tour and chat 
with chefs about the provenance of the fish they use.

BE ADVENTUROUS
Search for diversity in your dishes and explore 
seasonal and unfamiliar catch.

BE INFORMED
Keep yourself updated on the options to buy 
seafood, also those less conventional (using 
apps, social media, etc.).

BE HEALTHY
Consume fresh and unprocessed fish species 
and combine it with a healthy lifestyle.

BE CURIOUS
Meet fishers in the fishing port, ask about 
species they catch and how to prepare them, 
learn more about fishing traditions, and how 
SSF fishers guard our ocean. 

BE BOLD
Do you want to set up a consumer group to 
sustain community-supported fishing?

BE SUSTAINABLE 
Support selective, seasonal fishing of a variety 
of different species, which are not threatened. 
Adapt your demand to the supply and not the 
other way around. 

Promote their products in a novel way

Distinguish their products with a label

Cooperate successfully with other food producers

Shorten the value chain

Innovate in how they distribute catch

Offer new types of products

CONSUMERS

Examples of initiatives of SSF products around the Mediterranean that:

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

Want to know more? www.labmaf.eu | www.labmaf.com


